König-Egérvary (KE) graph and theorem provides useful tools and deep understanding in the graph theory, which is an essential way to model complex systems. KE properties are strongly correlated with the maximum matching problem and minimum vertex cover problem, and have been widely researched and applied in many mathematical, physical and theoretical computer science problems. In this paper, based on the structural features of KE graphs and applications of maximum edge matching, the concept named KE-layer structure of general graphs is proposed to decompose the graphs into several layers. To achieve the hierarchical decomposition, an algorithm to verify the KE graph is given by the solution space expression of Vertex-Cover, and the relation between multi-level KE graphs and maximal matching is illustrated and proved. Furthermore, a framework to calculate the KE-layer number and approximate the minimal vertex-cover is proposed, with different strategies of switching nodes and counting energy. The phase transition phenomenon between different KE-layers are studied with the transition points located, the vertex cover numbers got by this strategy have comparable advantage against several other methods, and its efficiency outperforms the existing ones just before the transition point. Also, the proposed method performs stability and satisfying accuracy at different scales to approximate the exact minimum coverage. The KE-layer analysis provides a new viewpoint to understand the structural organizations of graphs better, and its formation mechanism can help reveal the intrinsic complexity and establish heuristic strategy for large-scale graphs/systems recognition.
Introduction
Graph theory has received a lot of attention from researchers and acts as one of the most important ways to model complex systems, which has a deep relation with other mathematical subfields like group theory 1 , matrix theory 2 and topology 3 . Combined with tools from statistics and dynamics, numbers of researches from graph-based complex systems (networks) 4 have been applied in many engineering and natural science fields, like biology 5 , social structure 6 , world wide web (WWW) 7 and human dynamics 8 . Meanwhile, some critical phenomena are deeply investigated by statistical physics to reveal the complicated organizations and functions of large-scale graphs (networks), and the phase transitions near the critical thresholds provide some heuristic and intrinsic understanding of the graph-based systems, such as the percolation problem 9 , the solvability of SAT problem 10 and the optimization of minimum vertex-cover problem 11 , etc. There are some basic research topics in graph study which have wide range of applications and sophisticated mechanisms, such as isomorphism of graphs, graph matching and graph coverage, etc. One of the most well-known research topic for graph matching is the König-Egérvary theorem 12 : the bipartite graph has the property that its maximum matching number is equal to its minimum vertex-cover number. Since finding the maximum matching of graphs belongs to P-problems 13 , it allows us to find the minimum vertex-cover of bipartite graphs in polynomial time 14 . For example, the Hopcroft-Karp algorithm, which is used to find the maximum matching for bipartite graphs, could be applied in obtaining the minimum vertex-cover for these graphs efficiently 15 .
A lot of researches based on the König-Egérvary (KE) graphs have been conducted. Deming studied the extension of graphs and gave out some characteristics of the extension of KE graphs 16 . Bourjolly et al. proposed a polynomial method to decompose a graph into König-Egérvary components and 2-bicritical components to get a minimum fractional node cover 17 . Later Bourjolly et al. studied the König-Egérvary property on node-weighted graphs and presented some characteristics and polynomial recognition algorithms for b-KE graphs 18 . Cardoso et al. studied the combinatorial properties and Laplacian spectrum of KE graphs and for particular families of KE graphs, the upper and lower boundary of largest and smallest eigenvalues of adjacency matrix of KE graphs are given 19 . Kayll gave out two proofs, a combinatorial one and an algorithmic one, to prove that the KE graphs are non-Edmonds 20 . Levit et al. presented a new characteristic of KE graphs, which characterizes the KE graphs by unique maximum independent sets 21 . Jarden et al. proved that a graph is a KE one if and only if there is a matching from V (G) − S 1 ∪ S 2 into S 1 ∩ S 2 , where S 1 and S 2 are two maximum independent sets 22 , and this also holds for the case of an arbitrary König-Egérvary collection instead of S 1 and S 2 . Jarden then proved the existence and uniqueness of a graph such that the family of its all maximum independent sets is a maximal hereditary König-Egérvary collection 23 .
As finding the maximum KE-subgraph of a general graph belongs to NP-problem 24 , a better understanding on the KEsubgraph structures or organizations will promote the recognition of hardness of computational complexity and knowledge of how to construct typical structures in graph theory. To achieve a hierarchical decomposition of a graph, some centrality strategies like k-shell 25 or k-core 26 and some leaf-removing strategies [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] are commonly used, which could illustrate the layer structure of graphs and point out the hubs. In this viewpoint, a greedy idea to keep striping the largest KE subgraphs to achieve the KE-layers will be performed to study the relations of KE-layer subgraphs with the whole graph. Some removing strategies based on bipartite subgraphs will be introduced to approximate the maximum KE-subgraphs, and the number of KE-layers subgraphs will be regarded as the complexity index of graphs. Besides, the phase transitions between different layers of KE-subgraphs will be estimated, and the obtained results will be checked and applied to the minimum vertex-cover requirement.
Some basic properties of KE Graph

Relations of KE Graph with minimum vertex-cover
For a graph G composed by the vertexes set V containing n vertexes and edges set E containing m edges, a vertex cover is a vertexes subset C(G) if for any edge
If the cardinality of some vertex cover is the lowest, it is called the minimum vertex-cover with the corresponding cardinality named as vertex-cover number of a graph, and for a graph there could exist more than one minimum vertex-covers 12 . The problem of finding the minimum vertex-cover belongs to Karp's 21 NP complete problems 13 and the 6 basic NP complete problems 14 , which have broad applications in real world but are recognized to be intrinsically hard to solve 24 .
Another widely studied topic in graph theory is the maximum edge matching 12 . An edge matching, or independent edge set, of a graph is an edges subset M ⊂ E satisfying that any two edges e i and e j in M have no common vertex, and a vertex is matched if it is an endpoint of one edge in M. The edge matching with the highest cardinality is called the maximum (edge) matching with the corresponding cardinality named as matching number of a graph, and there could exist more than one maximum matchings for a graph. Finding the maximum matching for a general graph belongs to P problems, namely for a graph its maximum matching could be found in polynomial time. The blossom algorithm is widely applied to find the maximum matching for general graphs 32 , while the Hungarian maximum matching algorithm is widely used to find the maximum matching for bipartite graphs 33 . The maximum matching has a large number of applications, e.g., this concept is deeply related to Kekulization and the process of tautomerization in chemistry 34 .
Bipartite graph can associate the minimum vertex-cover with maximum matching jointly. A graph G is a bipartite one if there exist two non-empty node subsets V 1 and V 2 with V 1 ∩V 2 = / 0 and V 1 ∪V 2 = V , satisfying that for any edge (v i , v j ) ∈ G, v i and v j belong to different subsets. The bipartite graph could be used to illustrate the relation between two different kinds of objects especially in social network study 35 , e.g., the relations between actors and movies. One of the crucial property of bipartite graph, given by König-Egérvary theorem, is that its maximum matching number equals to its minimum vertex-cover number. This property builds a bridge between the maximum matching problem and minimum vertex-cover problem and makes it possible to find the minimum vertex-cover of bipartite graphs in polynomial time 36 .
A graph whose maximum matching number equals to its minimum vertex cover number is called the König-Egérvary (KE) graph. There exist more various KE graphs besides the bipartite ones, and one commonly studied is the No-Leaf-Removal-Core graph. In minimum vertex-cover problem, a leaf is regarded as a one-degree node and the neighbor it connects 29 , and it suggests exactly one covering number and at most one edge matching. If there exist only isolated nodes or no node when all the leaves are removed iteratively, this graph is called No-Leaf-Removal-Core graph 37 . For the No-Leaf-Removal-Core graph, its minimum vertex cover number is equal to its leaves number, and as different leaves are independent subgraphs (no common nodes and edges), its maximum matching number should be larger than its leaves number; for the coverage of a graph, each independent edge should occupy at least one covering number and the minimum vertex cover number must be larger than its maximum matching number. Thus, the No-Leaf-Removal-Core graph should have its maximum matching number equal to its minimum vertex cover number, and it belongs to the KE graph.
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An algorithm for verification of KE Graph
For the minimum vertex-cover problem, our aim is to locate the least number of covered nodes, and make each edge on the given graph occupied by at least one such node. Generally, one given graph has many minimum vertex-covers which form a solution space for this combinatorial optimization problem. In this section, an algorithm based on the solution space expression will be provided to judge whether a graph is a KE graph.
By the former work 37 , it has been already known that on the structures of trees, no leaf-removal-core graphs and bipartite graphs, for minimum vertex-covers, we have corresponding algorithms to achieve the solution space expression, which is called reduced solution graph. The reduced solution graph provides a complete description of all the minimum vertex-cover solutions, and it can be easily obtained on these topologies 38, 39 . On the reduced solution graph expression, all the nodes are classified as positive/uncovered backbones, negative/covered backbones and unfrozen/free nodes, in which nodes should always be uncovered or covered separately in all the solutions, or can have alternative assignments for different solutions, and double edges suggest the mutual-determination relations between two unfrozen nodes which can mutually affect the values of each other (two unfrozen nodes of a mutual-determination relation can have one and only one covered node).
Indeed, most of the known easily-solving minimum vertex-cover instances belong to KE graphs, which have that its maximum matching number is equal to its minimum coverage number. As the edges in the maximum matching are independent, all the covered nodes must be matched nodes, there must be one and only one covered node in each edge matching, and all the unmatched nodes must be positive backbones in the solution space of minimum vertex-cover in KE graph. Thus, the concept of edge matching has a natural correspondence with the mutual-determination relation for KE graphs, and this property can be used to determine whether a graph is a KE one:
Step 1 For any graph, we can find one maximum matching in polynomial time, and if the graph is a KE one, all the covered nodes on it should be in these matchings.
Step 2 Assign double edges for each matched edge and the unmatched nodes as uncovered backbones, do the freezing influence on the graph (all the neighbors of an uncovered backbone should be covered backbones, and the mutual-determination neighbor of a covered backbone should be an uncovered backbone). If there is some confliction on determining the state of some node (i.e., some node is required covered by one neighbor and uncovered by another simultaneously), the energy for covering the whole graph will exceed the maximum matching number and it cannot be a KE graph.
Step 3 For the rest unfrozen nodes after Step 2, considering some node i in it, set i covered and uncovered separately and check whether there is confliction: if there are conflictions on both cases, the graph is not a KE graph and additional coverage energy is inevitable; if there is only confliction on one case (say the covered case), node i should be kept away from this case (it should be an uncovered backbone); if there is no confliction on both cases, node i should be a free node. For all the new produced backbones, and the freezing influence operation should be also performed.
Step 4 If the process Step 3 can survive after all the nodes are checked, it is a KE graph, otherwise it is not. Figure 1 . An instance for determining whether a graph is a KE one, with red nodes for uncovered backbones, black nodes for covered backbones and white nodes for free nodes. Subgraph (1) is the original graph with its maximum matching by Step 1. Subgraph (2) gives an unmatched node c and performs a freezing influence operation by Step 2. Subgraph (3) checks the nodes in the two cycles α, β , and finds that nodes a, b must be both covered backbones by Step 3. But nodes a, b form a matching with two covered nodes, which conflicts with the KE property, and this instance is not a KE graph. if (Its two ends are both negative backbones) return (1) return (0); end
if(i has a double-edge unfrozen neighbor j) Set j positive backbone in S i− (G);
For the above process, confliction analysis is the key to determine whether the graph is a KE one, and the confliction comes from Step 2 and Step 3. For the confliction in Step 2, it results from the KE property and requirement of minimum coverage, and it is an exact step. For the confliction in Step 3, for the both conflictions case node i cannot have values ensuring the KE property, and for the single confliction case it indeed fulfills the odd cycle breaking 38 , which makes it also an exact step. An instance is shown in Figure 1 .
For the obtained reduced solution graph after Steps 1-4, does undiscovered confliction exist when different free nodes
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are assigned values? By the solution space expression of minimum vertex-cover, if one unfrozen node i passes the checking processes in Steps 1-4, it can be proved that node i must be a free node in the whole solution space by the following process. Set node i positive backbone and do the freezing influence propagation, if it passes Step 3, it can fix the states of some nearby nodes and no confliction exists, and then the solution space shrinks; choose any residual unfrozen node to fix its state and repeat the operation recursively, a complete minimum coverage solution can be obtained; similarly, set i negative backbone and another complete solution can also be obtained. Therefore, node i is proved to have an unfrozen state in the solution space.
The above process provides a way to achieve the whole solution space of a KE graph, and it ensures that one reduced solution graph can represents all the solutions. This process costs time only on the maximum matching and confliction checking, and except the location of maximum matching the time complexity will cost no more than O(n).
Organization of multi-layer KE graph
Definition of multi-layer KE graph
By the definition of the KE graph whose minimum vertex-cover number is equal to its maximum matching number, there are strong relations between the KE graph with maximum matching. The maximum matching can classify all the nodes into two separated classes A 1 and B 1 : it is required that every two nodes in a matching cannot be in the same class and the unmatched node can only be in class B 1 , and there are exponential arrangements of nodes in A 1 and B 1 . The following result provides an alternative understanding of KE graphs.
Theorem: For any KE graph G, there must exist some arrangement of A * 1 and B * 1 in which B * 1 has no inner-class edges, i.e., all the edges in G can only act as inner-class edges of A * 1 or the inter-class edges of A * 1 and B * 1 . And correspondingly, a graph with some arrangement of A * 1 and B * 1 by maximum matching in which B * 1 has no inner-class edges, must be a KE graph. Proof: =⇒ For a KE graph G, as its minimum vertex-cover number is equal to its maximum matching number, all the covered nodes must be in the matched nodes and each matching has one and only one covered nodes. Choosing all the covered nodes in a minimum vertex-cover to form class A * 1 and the rest as B * 1 , all the nodes in A * 1 should satisfy the coverage of all the edges in G, and it is suggested there is no inner-class edge in the class B * 1 . Furthermore, if there are different solutions of the minimum vertex-cover of graph G, there are different arrangements of A * 1 and B * 1 . ⇐= If a graph G has some arrangement of A * 1 and B * 1 in which B * 1 has no inner-class edges, choosing nodes in A * 1 will lead to a vertex-cover of G. As the nodes number of A * 1 is equal to the maximum matching number, it also determines the lower bound of the minimum coverage. Thus, the nodes in A * 1 form a minimum vertex-cover, which results in a KE graph G. By the above theorem, a graph is a KE graph, if and only if after deleting all the nodes in A * 1 with edges having at least one end in it, the rest graph related with B * 1 is a null graph. In this paper, we also call a classical KE graph as 1-layer KE-graph. If a graph G is not a 1-layer KE-graph, it implies that there exists no such B * 1 having none inner-class edges, and the aim can be changed to find the proper separated classes A * 1 and B * 1 , in which the subgraph induced by B * 1 has the lowest energy (least number of covered nodes) with respect to the minimum vertex-cover. Evidently, the KE graph can be viewed as a special case with the subgraph induced by B * 1 having 0 energy in this setting. However, the core difficulty is to achieve the decomposition of A * 1 and B * 1 , i.e., to find the subgraph induced by B * 1 having the lowest energy. In the proper classification A * 1 and B * 1 , the subgraph induced by A * 1 with the inter-class edges should occupy the energy of vertex cover the same as A * 1 (nodes number in A * 1 ): if some node in A * 1 does not need to be covered, its matched node in B * 1 can switch the roles with their classes labels. As a result, the decomposition of A * 1 and B * 1 is equivalent to obtain a subgraph with energy E(G) − M(G), where E(G) is the minimum coverage (energy) of G and M(G) is the maximum matching number of G. For that minimum vertex-cover problem belongs to NP-complete problems and maximum matching belongs to P problems, the proper classification of A * 1 and B * 1 for general graphs is a hard problem. Fortunately, it is an easy problem when the graph is a KE one, and the algorithm will be provided in next section.
Then, based on the above definition and analysis, if the subgraph G 1 induced by B * 1 is a KE one, it is called a 2-layer KE-graph, and this subgraph can find a proper separated classes A * 2 and B * 2 , in which B * 1 = A * 2 B * 2 , A * 2 and B * 2 have the same meaning with A * 1 and B * 1 but restricted on G 1 . When a graph is a 2-layer KE-graph, its minimum coverage is equal to the number of nodes in A * 1 A * 2 . Similarly, we can define a k-layer KE-graph, the nodes in G can be decomposed as A * 1 A * 2 · · · A * k B * k with the class B * k having no inner-class edges, and the minimum coverage should be equal to A * 1 A * 2 · · · A * k . The upper bound of the k-layer KE-graph satisfies k ≤ log 2 n, n is the nodes number of the whole graph and the upper bound achieves when the graph is a complete graph.
Algorithmic Framework for Measuring KE-layer
In this section, a framework to find the number of KE-layer for general graphs is proposed. Several approximation strategies will be presented to approach the KE-layer number and minimum vertex-cover for the graphs. To measure the KE-layer number for a general graph, the maximum matching needs to be found and nodes are placed in A 1 and B 1 as required. Then the matched pairs of nodes will be switched to lower the energy of B 1 and approach B * 1 . The framework is as following:
Framework for Measuring KE-layer begin Let l = 0, A 0 = / 0, B 0 = G; while (B l is not KE graph) l = l + 1, G l = subgraph induced by B l−1 ; Calculate the maximum matching M(G l ) of graph G l ; Place nodes into A l and B l , each pair of matched nodes are placed in different sets; Place every unmatched node into B l ;
Calculate the maximum matching M l of the subgraph induced by B l ; return (KE-layer number l, vertex-cover number M l + ∑ l−1 i=1 A l ); end *switch-matched-nodes(G l ,A l ,B l ) returns new A l , B l and energy of set B l .
In this framework, for a graph with KE-layer number L, A l (1 ≤ l ≤ L) is peeled layer by layer until the remained subgraph G L induced by nodes in B L is a KE one. All nodes contained in A l and the minimum vertex cover of G L will compose the vertex-cover of graph G. Since G L is a KE graph, it is fast to find its minimum vertex-cover. Thus, the vertex-cover number of a graph with KE-layer L could be calculated as:
(1)
Strategies for Switching Matched Nodes
A key problem in this framework is how to place the matched pairs of nodes into A l and B l to lower the energy of B l , namely the switch-matched-nodes function above. Even with the constraint that every pair of matched nodes are placed into different sets, for a graph with maximum matching number M, there are 2 M possible arrangements, which makes it hard to find the optimal solution. This problem could be described as:
To solve it, several methods are proposed to optimize the solution. Two factors will determine the efficiency of the method: the switching strategy and how to calculate the energy.
Switching Strategy A directed idea is to switch pairs of matched nodes in a greedy way. For each matched nodes pair, if switching them will lower the energy of B l , it should be kept switched; if the switching does not change or increase the energy, this pair of nodes should be switched back. The specific procedure could be presented as:
switch-matched-nodes (G, A, B A, B) ; end Obviously, this method is flawed: lowering the energy every step does not mean the global optimal solution. Another idea is to introduce some uncertainty and for each step, two pairs of matched nodes will be selected randomly and switched to lower the energy. This process could be presented as:
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switch-matched-nodes(G,A,B), Algorithm 2 begin temp = 0; while (temp < M(G)) temp = temp + 1; Calculate E =Energy of B; Randomly select two matched nodes pairs (i 1 , j 1 ), (i 2 , j 2 ), i 1 , i 2 ∈ A, j 1 , j 2 ∈ B; Place i 1 , i 2 in B and j 1 , A, B) ; end
To ensure that each switch lowers the energy is not always a good strategy. Sometimes, to allow the increasement of energy at several steps may bring more possibility to the solution. So in Algorithm 3, when the switch does not lower the energy, we keep the switch with a certain probability and keep doing the process. This strategy is applied on Algorithm 2 and could be described as following:
switch-matched-nodes(G,A,B,Threshold), Algorithm 3 begin temp = 0; while (temp < M(G)) temp = temp + 1; Calculate E =Energy of B; Randomly select two matched nodes pairs (i 1 , j 1 ), (i 2 , j 2 ), i 1 , i 2 ∈ A, j 1 , j 2 ∈ B; Place i 1 , i 2 in B and j 1 , j 2 in A, calculate E = Energy of B; Generate a random number R;
if (E ≥ E and R ≤Threshold) Place i 1 , i 2 back in A and j 1 , j 2 back in B; else E = E ; return (E, A, B) ; end
Energy Calculation
The energy here refers to the minimum vertex cover number of G l , which is hard to get for a general graph. To estimate the energy, a direct idea is to use the edges number contained in G l . For random graphs, when the average degree increases, with a high probability the vertex cover number will increase.
Another idea is to use the maximum matching number of G l to approximate its energy. The maximum matching number of a graph decides its lower boundary of minimum vertex cover number, which suggests it is a good measure for the energy of the graph. When the maximum matching number is high, with a high probability, this graph owns a large minimum vertex cover number.
Experiments and Results
In this section, a series of experiments will be conducted on random graphs. The switching strategies mentioned above will be implemented and compared. The KE-layer number and vertex-cover number of these graphs will be discussed.
KE-layer Number
The KE-layer numbers of ER graphs with different average degree values are calculated and discussed. Each graph contains 1, 000 nodes and for each average degree value, 100 graphs are generated and calculated. The average KE-layer numbers at each average degree are presented in Figure 2 . As we could see, although different strategies perform different efficiency, there is a clear transition from 1-layer KE-graphs phase to 2-layer KE-graphs phase. The transition point is in the degree interval (2, 3) . When average degree is higher than 12, the KE-layer number of almost all the graphs reaches 3. By the results in Figure  2 , Algorithms 1 and 2 with the edge number energy have the best performance and they will be analyzed in the following. figure. a. KE-layer numbers on ER graphs with average degrees ranging from 1 to 3. b. KE-layer numbers on ER graphs with average degrees ranging from 8 to 12.
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The phase transition points will be estimated based on the fact: when the graphs are far from the phase transition points, most of them should have the same KE-layer number and the fluctuation (standard deviation) should be small, but the fluctuation (standard deviation) should get increased when it approaches the transition points and reach the highest at the transition point. For the location of the KE-layer 1 to KE-layer 2 transition point, by the values of standard deviation in Figure 3 from Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 with edge number energy, it can be find that the transition point is around e (average degree), the standard deviation reaches the highest at this point and the standard deviation gets lower quickly after it. For the location of the KE-layer 2 to KE-layer 3 transition point, a similar analysis could be conducted and the phase transition point is around 10.5 (average degree), and when the 3-KE-layer graphs start to get dominate (average degree larger than 12), the standard deviation is very close to zero, which suggests that almost all the graphs with this average degree are 3-KE-layer ones. Certainly, there will be more k-layer KE-graphs (k > 3) and corresponding phase transitions when the average degree gets increased over 20, but it will not discussed in this paper. Figure 4 . The minimum vertex cover ratio by the methods we proposed. The experiments are conducted on ER graphs with different average degrees. For each average degree value, 100 graphs are generated and each graph contains 1000 nodes. Results of Algorithms 1,2,3 with both edge number energy and maximum matching number energy, and core influence are drawn on the graph. The minimum vertex cover ratio with average degrees from 1 to 20 are plotted in the inside figure. The transition point 10.5 is ploted, around which the vertex cover ratio of Algorithms 1 and 2 with edge number energy surpass those with maximum matching number energy.
Minimum Vertex Cover Number
The process of calculating the KE-layer number could also approximate the minimum vertex cover for the graphs. The experiments are also conducted on ER graphs, and as shown in Figure 4 the vertex-cover numbers of different strategies mentioned above are presented. As the Figure shown, before around average degree 10, the Algorithm 2 with maximum matching energy works best compared to others. When the edge number contained in G l is used to estimate the energy, results from Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 are quite similar, and perform the best when the average degree is higher than 10. An interesting phenomenon is that results of edge number energy surpass the results of maximum matching number energy at around degree 10. The reason is that when the average degree is higher than 10, Algorithms 1 and 2 with edge number energy could get lower KE-layer numbers, which lower the vertex-cover number at the same time. We also compare the results above with vertex-cover number from core influence 37 in Figure 4 . It could be observed that the KE-layer method performs better than core influence and could get lower minimum vertex cover number with average degree lower than 10, and performs almost same well with core influence when average degree is higher than 10.
To further study the efficiency of our KE-layer strategy, the vertex-cover numbers resulting from Algorithm 2 with maximum matching number energy are compared with the exact minimum vertex cover numbers. The differences between MVC KE−layer 9/12 and real minimum vertex cover numbers are calculated and the ratio of these differences against the total nodes numbers are presented in Table 1 . As we could see, the KE-layer strategy performs well and when numbers of nodes increase it stays stable. When the edges numbers increase with constant nodes numbers, the gaps becomes larger, which is because of the increase of densely-connected clusters. Yet the KE-layer strategy still performs high efficiency and the vertex cover numbers stay close to the real minimum vertex cover numbers. Table 1 . The percentages of differences between results of vertex-cover number from Algorithm 2 with maximum matching number energy and exact minimum vertex-cover numbers against nodes numbers. The experiments are conducted on the ER graphs with 80, 100 and 120 nodes with average degrees from 3 to 7 and every results are the average of 30 graphs.
Nodes Numbers
Average Degrees 3 4 5 6 7 N = 80 0.88% 1.38% 1.83% 1.42% 1.92% N = 100 0.97% 1.77% 1.60% 1.63% 1.73% N = 120 0.47% 1.44% 1.61% 1.81% 1.58%
Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, the property of KE-graph is studied and based on this, the KE-layer structure for general graphs is explained. An sufficient and necessary condition of KE graphs are provided in the viewpoint classifying the nodes into different classes based on the maximum matching, and an algorithm for verifying the KE graphs is proposed, which reveals the structural feature and allows us to explore the layer structure and the complexity of graphs. Framework for calculating the KE-layer number for general graphs is proposed, and to solve the arranging and switching problem, several algorithmic strategies are compared including the switching strategies and energy calculating methods. The phase transition points from KE-layer 1 to KE-layer 2 and from KE-layer 2 to KE-layer 3 are also estimated. At the same time, in this process, the vertex-cover number could be calculated and approximated, experiments are conducted on ER graphs to examine the efficiency, and the performance is related to the KE-layer complexity. This research provides a new perspective to approach the complexity of graphs and minimum vertex cover problem. A lot of research on this topic can be expected. The switching methods could be further explored to improve the efficiency. Also, calculating the maximum matching for each step is very time-consuming, new convenient and fast energy measurement indexes deserve more exploration. At the same time, more other aspects of this research could be started. For example, some microscope structure, like motifs 40 and graphlets 41 , may play crucial roles in the formation of KE graphs. Find these structural components could improve the efficiency greatly. Also, relation between minimum vertex cover and KE graphs could be further studied to find more frameworks to approach the complexity of NP problems.
